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Abstract: It is necessary to control
c
processiing productivityy and
quality of the received surfaace at jet abrassive processingg. The
model of inteeraction of ann abrasive parrticles stream with
microroughneesses of a detaill is for this purppose necessaryy. The
paper shows several
s
mechannisms of the desstruction of thee part
surface roughhnesses. The caalculating schem
me of interactioon of
the abrasive particles
p
flow and roughnessses in the forrm of
pyramids withh a square basee is given. The mathematical
m
m
model
in which paraameters for prrocessing quality management are
defined is preesented. The diirections of parrticles blows with
w a
pyramids sidees are defined; frequency andd force of blow
ws of
particles depending on proceessing parameteers are also given.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
A jet-abraasive treatmennt of parts suurfaces has a high
performance, manageability and simplicityy of manufactturing
equipment. However, for itss using not onlly in the roughh, but
also in finishiing operations,, it is necessarry to run an ovverall
study of phyysical phenomeena and laws of the interaaction
process of thhe abrasive paarticles flow with
w
the machhined
workpiece miicroroughnessess. In particularr, it is necessaary to
work out a moodel of this proccess.
Before desscribing the prooposed model of
o the interactioon of
the workpiece surface with fllying in a stream
m abrasive partticles,
o the
it is necessarry to make a decidion aboutt the nature of
interaction andd to determine the
t geometry off parts roughness.

m
materials. In the funddamental work
ks on the theoryy
of machined
of friction
f
the paart surface microprofile is described
d
withh
relattively simple geometric
g
shappes. For examp
ple, D. Mooree
(Mo
oor, 1978) offfers to describbe them with cubic, squaree
pyraamidal, or heemispherical surfaces. Prov
volotsky A.E..
(Pro
ovolotsky, 19889), Isupov M.G. (Isupov
v, 2005) andd
Spirridonov N.V. (S
Spiridonov & Y
Yasev, 2009) in solving similarr
prob
blems also offe
fer a hemispheerical or spheriical profile. A
pyraamidal profile with
w a square baase can be assu
umed as closestt
one to the actual suurface of the pre-machined parrts. It allows uss
to trreat the above mentioned tw
wo mechanisms of destructionn
with
h the same deggree of compleexity. Howeverr, neither thesee
auth
hors nor the othhers present a m
model of the intteraction of thee
abraasive particles with
w microroughhnesses of a pyrramidal shape.
A graphic moddel of interacttion of the abrrasive particless
flow
w with such miicroroughnessess is shown in Fig.
F 1. Surfacee
micrroroughnesses are
a presented inn the form of arrranged in rowss
pyraamids with squaare base, whosee faces are locatted upstream off
abraasive particles.
Flux
F
abrasive particle
p
are simuulated by spherres whose sizess
and values of phhysical and m
mechanical properties of thee
meters are inn
mateerial are randdom variables.. These param
acco
ordance with thhe percentage oof large (5%), fine
f
(30%) andd
basicc (65%) fractioons of abrasivee material. Of course,
c
the reall
abraasive particles have
h
an irregullar complex shape without itss
repeeatability in indiividual grains.

2. INFORM
MATION
Studies byy using the method
m
of electtron microscoppy of
surfaces treateed with the gas and water jet sttreams show thaat the
nature of mateerial removal can
c be considerred as the actioon of
several mechaanisms of destruuction. They aree:
− microcuttting when the focused jet of abrasive parrticles
acts as an edgee tool and remooves chip from the
t part surfacee;
− brittle fraacture that occuurs due to repeated impact activity
of abrasive particles
p
(in thhe machining of
o poor-plasticc and
fragile materiaals);
− microplasstic deformation of the saame areas off the
machined surfface with a graadual superposition of microprrofile
projections onn each other annd receiving thee surface with lower
l
roughness;
− fracture of
o the workpieece surface by hydromoleculaar jet
action with thee penetration off fluid particless in the micro-cracks
under the pressure of the jet stream.
s
The seconnd and third prrocesses can be considered as
a the
most universal and popular and
a therefore thhey form the bassis of
the proposed model.
m
The actuall shape of the part
p surface rouughnesses cannnot be
strictly mathem
matically descriibed because off the large varieety of
pre-treatment methods, used instruments annd the trajectoriies of
their motion on
o the workpiecce surface, as well
w as the propeerties

Fig. 1. Design diaggram for modeeling of the intteraction of thee
fl with part
abraasive particles flow
In
I the first apprroximation a tw
wo or tree-comp
ponent abrasivee
jet is
i assumed as a one-componeent stream of non-interacting
n
g
abraasive particles. In addition, a ppriori we assum
me that in 95%
%
of cases there is no
n simultaneouss power action
n on any of thee
mids by direct and reflected or neighboringg
micrroprofile pyram
partiicles of flying abrasive.
a
I.e. thhere is a process of alternatingg
shocck loads on thee part from the abrasive particcles on each off
the pyramids withh the creation oof alternating cyclic
c
stresses..
der the action off these stresses there is either a destruction off
Und
pyraamids or their deformation w
with overlay on
o each other..
Thesse processes decrease thhe height of
o
workpiecee

microroughnesses. In the first case it happens with the material
removal, and in the second case without it. That can improve
the physical properties of the part surface due to the appearing
of a thin strained layer.
Abrasive particle we will present in the form of absolutely
elastic sphere. A pyramid material we will consider also
absolutely elastic. Analyzing the design scheme shown in Fig. 1
and assuming that the reflection angle of the particle from a
pyramid side equals to the incidence angle, from the
geometrical construction the equations are obtained:
⁄2,

part surface) in terms of density ρp distribution in the stream of
particles of known mass mp:
cos

Assuming that the workpiece is at a distance not exceeding
the length of the initial segment, where the flow velocity on its
axis does not change, the travel time of the volume will be
equal:
⁄

(1)

Of course, not all of the abrasive particles impact strictly on
the top of each asperities of a pyramidal shape. In the upper
part of the flow, in fact, the majority of particles strikes at a
short distance from the top of the pyramid, being cut off by the
underlying pyramid. In the lower part of the flow, if we
consider the distribution law of the particles impact on the face
of the pyramid to be symmetrical, the largest number of strikes
will occur at a distance from the tip equal to the height of a
pyramid minus the maximum size of the particles. Therefore, it
is assumed that the most likely point of contact of straightflying
particles with a face of the pyramid lies at a distance from the
base of the pyramid which is equal

(6)

cos

(7)

where w – is angular velocity of the details.
Having divided the expression (6) and (7), a repetition
frequency of attacks on any of the pyramids pin, located in the
zone of the jet, is received:
cos

cos

(8)

1 cos – is function that accounts the decrease
where
repetition of rate shocks on the pyramid, located in the upper
part of the interaction zone due to partial overlapping of their
neighboring pyramid from the bottom.

3. CONCLUSION
∆ cos ⁄2

(2)

where ∆R is height of microroughnesses (of pyramid),
K1=0,8÷0,9 – is an empirical coefficient.
Coordinate of the collision point of the reflected particles
with a face of the pyramid is defined analytically from
geometric constructions:
cos

sin ⁄tan

⁄2

(3)

The shown collision will occur only if:
⁄2

∆ cos ⁄2

otherwise the particle either flies past the top of the pyramid, or
stops in the cavity between adjacent pyramids.
The physical processes that characterize the impact
dynamics of the reduced to the sphere abrasive particles with
the brink of a pyramid microroughnesses from the classical
physics point of view (analogically with Makhanko, 1993) were
analized. Using the law of Hertz's and defining objects as
linearly elastic, the expressions for the determination of normal
to the pyramid axis forces of direct and indirect impacts are
obtained:
⁄
⁄

.

where

1.25
1.25
⁄

cos
cos

⁄
⁄

cos ⁄2

(4)

cos ⁄2
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; E1,2, ν1,2 are respectively modulus

of elasticity (Young's modulus) and Poisson's ratios of
workpiece and abrasive materials; εp=0,8..0,9 is a loss ratio of
reflected particle velocity due to loss of energy for heating
during impact.
From the known values of strength and arm the bending
moments M(t1) and M(t2) (Fig. 1) are found. They act on the
same pyramid at different points in time.
Let’s define the repetition frequency of the direct impact of
particles on the brink of a single pyramid. To do this, we
express the number of particles np in a small volume of flow
equal to the product of the projection at ground level a2 (the
direction of flow) and a distance x (from the nozzle end to the

Thus, model parameters with the help of which it is
possible to operate productivity of jet abrasive processing and
quality of the received surface are defined.
A model of the interaction of the abrasive particle flow with
workpiece microroughnesses in the form of single pyramidal
projections is presented for the first time. Its purpose is to
determine the intensity of the destruction of the surface layer of
part, depending on the flow regimes of the abrasive jet, the
properties and geometry of parts, as well as the properties of
abrasive.
Using the basic tenets (principles) of the theory of strength
of materials, analytical findings confirmed that during the
processing by abrasive jet before the classic micro-cutting,
there are regimes that are characterized by cyclic fatigue failure
of microroughnesses tops.
The implementation and refinement of the model is
straightforward, checking its adequacy, as well as solving with
its help the problem of the pyramidal asperities destruction (for
brittle materials parts) and plastic deformation (for viscous
materials) under the action of cyclic loads will be also
examined in future.
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